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Recently, SDN and NFV technology have been developed actively and provide enormous flexibility of 
network provisioning. The future network services would generally involve many different types of services such 
as hologram games, social network live streaming videos and cloud-computing services, which have dynamic 
service requirements. To provision networks for future services dynamically and efficiently, SDN/NFV 
orchestrators must clearly understand the service requirements. Currently, network provisioning relies heavily on 
QoS parameters such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and throughput, and those parameters are necessary to describe the 
network requirements of a service. However it is often difficult for users to understand and use them proficiently. 
Therefore, in order to maintain interoperability and homogeneity, it is required to have a service abstraction layer 
between users and orchestrators. The service abstraction layer analyzes ambiguous s for the 
desired services, and this layer generates corresponding refined services requirements. In this paper, we present our 
initial effort to design a Smart Service Abstraction Layer (SmSAL) for future network architecture, which takes 
advantage of machine learning method to analyze ambiguous and abstracted user-friendly input parameters and 
generate corresponding network parameters of the desired service for better network provisioning. As an initial 
proof-of-concept implementation for providing viability of the proposed idea, we implemented SmSAL with a 
decision tree model created by learning process with previous service requests in order to generate network 
parameters related to various audio and video services, and showed that the parameters are generated successfully. 

 

1. Introduction 

The introduction of Software Defined Network (SDN), 
and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) opens many 
opportunities for improving the network provisioning in 
future internet. By separating control plane and data plane, 
the SDN provides a global view of the whole network at the 
centralized controller, thus allows easy control and 
manipulation of data plane. On the other hand, the NFV 
decouples the software implementation of network functions 
from the underlying hardware to allow dynamic instantiation, 
migration and efficient placement of virtualized network 
functions. Both SDN and NFV technologies play important 
roles in the development of future networks.  

The future services are expected to contain various type of 
services such as hologram games, virtual reality, 
livestreaming multimedia, and cloud services, which have 
unique service requirements. The current network provision 
of SDN and NFV is solely based network QoS and QoE 
parameters. QoS is the conventional approach to achieve 
balance network load between services and network elements 
while QoE measures the satisfaction level of user. However, 
QoS and QoE lack a common formalized description model 
to describe the dynamic service requirements. Therefore, a 

Service Abstraction Layer is required to improve future 
network provisioning and maintain the interoperability and 
homogeneity of the system [4]. 

Knowing the service requirements is essential to provide 
resources efficiently and enhance performance for specific 
applications. However, identifying the service requirements 
is a challenging task. In practice, a network service is often 
provided in a number of package services, which differs in 
terms of service requirements. User often only knows the 
basic feature of the service such as the resolution and the 
framerate of the video provided by the service [1]. Thus, we 
must specify the servi s knowledge 
of the services to determine the corresponding network 
requirement of the service.  

Machine learning method such as decision tree is 
commonly used to solve such problem. In [2], the ATLAS 
framework is proposed to classify application by using 
machine learning to learn traffic characteristic from previous 
traffic. Similarly, the service category can be predicted by 
learning decision rules inferred from previous data.  

To address the problem, we present our initial effort to 
design a Smart Service Abstraction Layer (SmSAL) for 
future network architecture. The SmSAL seats between user 
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and orchestrator, and employs a decision tree method to 
generate refined network parameters from ambiguous and 
abstracted user-friendly input parameters to more suitable 
service requirements. We implement an initial prototype of 
the SmSAL for audio and video services to demonstrate the 
viability of the proposed design. 

 
2. Smart Service Abstraction Layer Architecture 

The detailed design architecture of our smart service 
abstraction layer (SmSAL) is depicted in Fig. 1. The general 
scenario of our SmSAL is that the users or applications send 
a service request with their service requirements to SmSAL. 
Then, SmSAL utilizes the decision tree to analyze and 
classify these service requirements. The result of the decision 
tree is a service class which describe the proper network 
parameters such as bandwidth, jitter and latency. Finally, 
SmSAL sends these derived parameters to an orchestrator 
using a JSON message communicator. 
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Figure 1. SmSAL Architecture 

SmSAL consists of three modules, 1) Service Modeler; 2) 
Network Module; and 3) Communication Module. An 
additional module is an internal database which is used to 
store the status of the service request with service parameters 
and the information of underlying network deployed earlier 
with previous service requests with service parameters. 

Service Modeler is an important module in SmSAL, which 
is responsible for analyzing the service request with service 
requirements received from users or applications and 
classifying the requested service into a service class. Based 
on the result of service classification, Service Modeler 
derives proper network parameters regarding to the classified 
service class in JSON message format.

Network Module is responsible for monitoring the status 
of underlying networks and communicating with the internal 
database in order to exploit the already deployed underlying 
network regarding to a classified service. Once Network 
Module receives a JSON message from service modeler, it 
access the message whether a deployed underlying network 
for a service described in the message is found in the internal 
database or not. If there is a matched underlying network, 
Network Module returns the information of the matched 
underlying network to users or applications. Otherwise, 
Network Module passes the JSON message through 
Communication Module to the orchestrator for network 

provisioning. Communication Module is responsible for any 
communication between SmSAL and an orchestrator. 
 
3. Machine Learning-based Smart Service Abstraction 

Layer 

As an initial design and proof-of-concept implementation, 
in Service Modeler, we use a decision tree algorithm as a 
machine learning technique to classify the service request 
with parameters which is submitted by a user or an 
application. We define the mandatory parameters, which 
have to be provided by the user. The decision tree algorithm 
then analyzes these mandatory parameters to define the rules 
and condition to make the tree-graph decision. The decision 
tree technique provides results as the service classification on 
each leaf. A new service request, which has mandatory 
parameters, will be analyzed using the decision tree model to 
decide which leaf the service request belongs. The flowchart 
of decision tree technique inside the service modeler is 
depicted in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Service modeler flowchart based on decision tree 

technique 
 
Our Service Modeler classifies a service request using one 

parameter for each step in the decision tree technique. This 
concept is similar with the concept of univariate decision tree 
which is implemented in J48 algorithm. Therefore, in our 
prototype, we use J48 algorithm from Weka Library to 
conduct the decision tree algorithm in our initial 
implementation [3]. To learn the decision tree, we use a 
sample dataset of multimedia service parameters as a training 
set for J48 algorithm to create a decision tree model. 

 
Demonstration. As a proof-of-concept, we implemented a 
prototype of SmSAL as a client-server model by using Java 
and Weka Library. A SmSAL server is used to classify 
multimedia services such as audio and video services. We 
define the mandatory parameters of a service request for a 
multimedia service such as type, bitrate, resolution, frame-
per-second (fps), and duration. The mandatory parameters 
are submitted by a user using our SmSAL client. Fig. 3 
shows sample outputs of our implementation for a SmSAL 
client. 

As depicted in Fig. 3, there are ten parameters which 
submitted by the SmSAL client. The ten parameters are 
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service id, multimedia type, bitrate, resolution, frame per 
second, duration, bandwidth, delay, jitter and throughput. 
The last four parameters (bandwidth, delay, jitter and 
throughput) are optional for the users, and 
if the user did not know the value for the parameter. These 
ten parameters are handed to the SmSAL server by packing 
them into a JSON message. The format of a sample JSON 
message sent by the SmSAL client is depicted in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Figure 3. Sample output of a SmSAL client. 

 
Figure 4. A sample format of a JSON message sent by a 

SmSAL client. 
 

The SmSAL server receives the JSON message sent by the 
SmSAL client. The SmSAL server then extracts the values 
from the JSON message and separates the values into the 
mandatory parameters and the optional parameters. If the 

then the SmSAL server initiates the decision tree function to 
classify the requested service based on the mandatory 
parameters. As an initial implementation we have four 
service classes; Audio_Silver, Audio_Gold, Video_Silver and 
Video_Gold. Each class has its own values for network 
parameters, and they are used to define the missing network 
parameters in the service request. 

Fig. 5 shows a sample output of a SmSAL server. As 
depicted in Fig. 5, we show a service request is received by 
the SmSAL server, and it initiates the decision tree function 

 value. For 
this demo, the decision tree function classifies the requested 
service as Video_Gold class. Then, based on the network 
parameters of Video_Gold class, the SmSAL server define 
the values of network parameters, and these parameters will 
be sent to the orchestrator. Fig. 6 shows a sample format of 
JSON message which contains the generated network 
parameters. 
 
4. Conclusion 

This paper presents our initial work on designing a Smart 
Service Abstraction Layer for future network provisioning 
with a machine learning technique. To this end, we have 

 
Figure 5. Sample output of a SmSAL server 

 
Figure 6. A sample formate of a JSON message generated 

by a SmSAL server. 
 

developed a thin smart service abstraction layer with a 
machine learning module to convert the dynamic user-
friendly requirements of services into the corresponding 
complex network parameters. In future, we are going to 
improve the service abstraction layer for various other future 
services with diverse requirements. 
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